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T&O / TABLE

Tables of the T&O Series definitely make a friendly impression.You can choose a veneer or solid wood tabletop. 
A varied lineup of sizes and shapes are provided in consideration of the wide variety of interior spaces. Please 
look for your desired size. Similar to the chairs, you can choose black, green,  red or silver  for the color of the 
steel legs supporting the tabletop.



DESIGN

T&O　/　TABLE

WARRANTY
We will guarantee the product for two years from the date of delivery 
of the product. For the content of quality assurance please see the 
"Warranty Policy" included in the product.

TESTS
ISO21016-6.1.1 / Stability under vertical load 
ISO21016-6.2 / Strength under vertical static force 
ISO7172-6 / Stability with vertical and horizontal forces 
ANSI  BIFMA X5.5 / Stability

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
WOOD
The wood used in this product is obtained from maple, ash or oak 
trees in North America that are managed and felled in a planned 
manner. If required, we can manufacture furniture with the FSC® or 
PEFC™ certification. In that case, however, a longer lead-time will be 
required to procure the wood.

TABLETOP
You can choose the tabletop from wood veneer or solid wood(*). 
The wood veneer top is veneered on top of particleboard. The wood 
veneer top are 20 or 25 mm thick depending on the table size, and 
the solid wood top is 25 mm thick.* Solid wood tabletops are not 
available for certain dimensions.

METAL
The supporting rod and both upper and lower disk-shaped legs are 
made of steel. The lower surface layer of the disk-shaped leg on 
the ground is processed with the cationic electrodeposition coating 
method and then finished with the powder-coating method.

FLOOR PROTECTOR
The supporting rod and both upper and lower disk-shaped legs are 
made of steel. The lower surface layer of the disk-shaped leg on 
the ground is processed with the cationic electrodeposition coating 
method and then finished with the powder-coating method.

VOC
The coating, glue, and particleboard used here reduce VOC emissions 
in manufacturing processes and finished products. These materials 
have been tested for formaldehyde emissions in accordance with 
the ISO12460 standard and confirmed not to exceed the 0.4 mg/l 
emission level.

PURPOSE OF USE
Indoor 
Maruni Wood Industry has established various test standards and 
designs for comfortable use. However, the use of products beyond 
the expected scope can lead to cracking and snapping of wood parts. 
There are several things you should keep in mind in order to properly 
preserve the product and continue using it for a long time. Therefore, 
be sure to read the instruction manual beforehand.

JASPER MORRISON ,  2017 - 

" The familiar typology and the contrast of wood and painted steel are 
an excellent fit with both T&O family and other variations of chairs 
from the Maruni Collection. "
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720
［28.4 in］

625［24.7 in］

1,100
［43.4 in］

625［24.7 in］

725
［28.5 in］

900［35.5 in］

720
［28.4in］

650［25.6 in］700［27.6 in］

450
［17.8 in］

900［35.5 in］

ROUND TABLE 63  (veneered top)

ROUND BAR TABLE 63  (veneered top)

ROUND TABLE 90  (veneered top / solid wood top)

TABLE 70 (rectangular, veneered top)

COFFEE TABLE 90  (veneered top / solid wood top)
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1,800［70.9 in］

1,000［39.4 in］

800［31.5 in］

725
［28.6 in］

2,000［78.8 in］

1,150［45.3 in］

725
［28.6 in］

800［31.5 in］

1,450［57.1 in］

2,400［94.5 in］ 900［35.5 in］

725
［28.6 in］

TABLE 180 (rectangular, veneered top / solid wood top)

TABLE 200 (rectangular, veneered top / solid wood top)

TABLE 240 (rectangular, veneered top / solid wood top)


